English

Maths

Science

The children will continue to enjoy reading
their class book each day and sharing texts
in whole-class guided reading sessions. Key
texts will include Kensuke’s Kingdom, Journey
To the River sea, The ancient Maya, Just So
stories and What Mr Darwin Saw. We will be
writing to inform, entertain, explain and

Children will consolidate their knowledge of Place

We will be studying Evolution and Inheritance.
Children will learn the scientific term
adaptation. They will gain an understanding of
how genetic mutations occur and how this can
lead to variation. Children will also research
the history of evolution from Ancient Greek
ideas to those of Charles Darwin.

Value and Fractions, decimals and percentages
through Early Bird Maths. We will continue to
follow the White Rose Scheme to develop
knowledge and understanding across a range of
topics, including algebra, statistics, converting
between measures and geometry.

discuss, using our topic as a stimulus.

Year 6

Computing
Children will use the Purple
Mash scheme of work to
continue learning how to
write a blog.

Summer Term

History
Please research the Ancient Maya.
Where did they live? How did they
live? What gods did they worship?
We will compile a fact file about the
ancient Maya using our research and
include drawings and diagrams.

RE

PSHE

This term we will be discussing
the question:
Why do some people believe
in God and some people not?
Define the terms atheist,
theist and agnostic.

This term we will focus on
‘Relationships and Sex
Education. Detailed planning,
showing lesson content will
be emailed separately in
term 6.

2021

Geography
This term we will study a region of
South America describing some key
aspects of physical geography
including climate zones and biomes.
We will understand what biomes are
and know their location in the world.

Music
We follow the Charanga
scheme of work for music.
This term we will complete
the unit ‘Music and Me’.

Art and Design
We will be creating artwork
based on the work of Frida
Kahlo. We will also study and
reproduce botanical drawings as
well as creating Mayan masks.

Spanish
Throughout the term, we will
learn how to write sentences
describing our appearance.
We will also learn how to
express our opinions about
which foods we like.

PE
This term, PE sessions will
focus on rounders and
athletics.

